vara Tossers Entrain for New England Conquest

Game with Dartmouth Aggregation

Game at Harvard and Dartmouth Aggregation

Return of Opening Day's Canoeing by Committees Assure Success

By W. A. Grant Bishop

Editors of the College Racket and the Lantern State, in a joint interview with the staff of the Lantern, welcomed the approach of the second annual baseball season. The editors consider this year's season as one of the most promising in the history of the University, and believe that the team will be able to hold its own against the other teams of the Big Three. The team will be under the guidance of Captain Harry Will, and the coaching staff will consist of Coach Charles 1. Davis and Coach Edward Wh., who have both demonstrated their ability to lead the team to victory in the past. The team has undergone a rigorous training program and is expected to perform well this season. The editors also mentioned the importance of team spirit and camaraderie in achieving success on the field. They urged all students to support the team and attend the games to show their support. The season is expected to be充满 the excitement and energy of the players, and the team is looking forward to a successful season.
EVENING SCHOOL BANQUET ATTENDED BY OVER 1000

As arranged by Mr. Who Are Prominent in Various Lines of Business

CRAYON ACTS AS TOASTMASTER

More than two hundred students, faculty members and alumni assembled at the annual dinner of the Evening School Association, which was held at the Pennsylvania Railroad Club on Saturday evening. Included in the group were representatives from the five evening schools, which are located in the larger engineering and commercial institutions north of the city.

The program of the evening included several distinct speakers, none of whom made more observations in their various fields of endeavor. This part of the program was supplemented by the recitations of several specially trained members of the Glee Club Quartet.

Theodore H. Grayson ably acted in the capacity of toastmaster. His clear introductions of the speakers and their remarks following the speeches were excellent, with his plan to these present a semi-technical report of his own experiences, the high points in the evening's entertainments. "I don't want you to be thinking about the dinner in any way," he said, "but do go to the Glee Club, and then write and say you were there at two o'clock this afternoon."

The chairman of the Evening School Executive Committee, Mr. John G. Smith, chairman of the Executive Committee of the Evening School, addressed the meeting in a similar manner.

DATE OF PANTS FIGHT RATIFIED BY COUNCIL

Traditional Struggle Between Freshmen and Sophomore Classes Will Be Held on May 13

The report of the committee on the struggle between the Freshmen and Sophomore classes was ratified Wednesday, in the course of the meeting of the Undergraduate Council.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.

The committee, appointed by the council, consisted of members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, and undertook to prepare a report of the meetings held between the members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes in conference with the Freshman and Sophomore councils.
These things may injure

that fine, thin edge of gum tissue at The Danger Line—formed by the joining of teeth and gums: a toothbrush that is too stiff, powerful astringents, harsh abrasives and strong antiseptics in a dental cream. And when this edge of gum tissue is injured, conditions are favorable to that type of Acid Decay which is most difficult to control—Acid Decay between the teeth at The Danger Line.

Give your teeth and gums the care they need at The Danger Line. Use, regularly, Squibb’s Dental Cream, made with Squibb’s Milk of Magnesia. It safely neutralizes the acids in the mouth which attack the teeth and gums. It is the only dentifrice that gives lasting protection from Acid Decay. At drugstores everywhere. Buy a tube or two today.

SQUIBB’S
DENTAL CREAM
Made with Squibb’s Milk of Magnesia
E. R. SQUIBB & Sons, New York—Manufacturing Chemists to the Medical Profession since 1870

A Real Chance To Step Out and Earn Big Money For Yourself—This Summer

ICE CREAM
Coffee Chocolate
Pastry, Coffee and Hot Chocolate
Best On The Campus

SEE "AL"
HOUSTON CLUB SODA GRILLE

Penn Drug Company
Opposite Dorms

YOUR MOTHER Surely Deserves It
May the 3rd is Mothers Day. Send a box of chocolates to your dear Mother. We have a wonderful selection of Eggs & Slices and White Truffles. The Gift assortment. Nice box done up & the wedding. Just look them over & send to Parish Post one for $1.15. We deliver anywhere.

Penn Drug Company
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WANTED: YOUR OPINION

Today the student body is called upon to render its opinion on the proposed plan for the selection of a football team to be celebrated during the fall season. The Undergraduate Council will conduct a poll in Houston Hall to determine whether or not the proposal will be adopted.

The resolution, which was drafted by a committee appointed from the three upper classes and approved by both the Undergraduate and Graduate Councils, is reprinted in this issue. According to its provisions, the Undergraduate Council is empowered to select one member next year as a football holdout. This action is to be taken and announced immediately following the game which, in their opinion, deserves celebration.

With a schedule replete with important contests, victories in any one of three or four should merit a celebration. In the event of a successful season, the undergraduates will constantly feel the urge to throw over their studies and celebrate. Consequently, someone must be authorized to make the decision of初步. And no person or organization is better qualified to do this than the governing council of the student body.

The entire plan, however, will be meaningless unless it receives the approval of a representative group of the undergraduate body. Only when we as a group lend our approval to the resolution can it be said that the days of deferred payments are long past and the arranged classes are over.

Let's vote a definite "Yes" or "No" to the proposal.

CONCERTS IN THE QUAD

According to our new column of variety, arrangements are in progress for the organization of a Freshmen orchestra which will entertain residents of the University dormitories two or three times weekly during the remainder of the spring term. With the Junior Balcony as their plan form, the first-year musicians are expected to give concerts during the evening hours.

Men who have lived in the dormitories during their Freshman days—and a lot of us here—will be inclined to discord the practicability of such a scheme. Having heard the moody instrument of sound which emanates from the open windows during the warm season, they naturally will doubt whether harmony can ever be drawn out of such chaos. However, responsibility for the organization and con conduct of the orchestra is assumed by a man whose talent in matters musical has already been proven.

In taking this step there is opportunity to institute a pleasing and wholesome rivalry of outdoor concerts. Undoubtedly, real instrumental talent exists among the ranks of the Quadrangle. With the advantages of training and organization, the Freshmen should be able to develop a large and capable orchestra.

Good music is enjoyed by all; and if the formation of the orchestra proves a success we can predict with safety that it will find an appreciative audience.

Another communication, just handed in to us, inquires as to the real purpose of the Wharton School. All we can say is that we have only been here three years and as yet have not been able to determine.

When we lost our address book we went to the Lost and Found Department in an effort to recover it. We mentioned the names of our two lunches which we had recorded in it, and the point lady in charge of the department promptly handed in four books.

CONCERTS IN THE QUAD

TODAY'S APPROPRIATE

"The Sophomore Will Win the Pants Fight.""

GIP (with help from Eppen)

The moment when the alumni campaign is getting under way.

SCOTT POWELL

One of our Star-Lined Wonder Trucks

AFTER SCHOOL:

Gives your newspaper a handsome slush of powdery Scott Powell Milk. It keeps him alert and the flush of health in his cheeks.

Call Powell—gives SCOTT POWELL Milk in condition of health, since it is complete, non-dairy product.

FRESHER BY A DAY

SCOTT-POWELL AMILK

PHONE reception 9200
If you are thinking of a trip to

EUROPE this Summer

Write for illustrated booklets and complete information about our

COLLEGE SPECIALS

Tourist Third Cabin—Entire Third Cabin accommodated for reserved exclusively for
students, teachers, professional men and women and similar congenial people.

Round Trip Rates as low as $155

It costs only a trifle more to travel on such great steamers as

Majestic $20.35.50
Homerie $18.35.90
Minnekahda

Entire ship reserved exclusively for Tourist Third Cabins.
No other passengers carried. You have free run of all decks.

The spirit of France begins when you pass Sandy Hook. Would you have France? The Penn-;font touch one more—after all—France. France is French people, bring—which includes titles to the French potter. That's why French Line basis France afloat. When you walk up the gangplank, rotary in France. You can read myrapo passage for that, round trip, classed with individual cabins.

Pench Line

For reservations

JACK HOLAHAN, WH. '26

France afloat

Majestic

Colle Sco Le Specials

Sunday, May 7, 1925

RED STAR LINE

France afloat

Majestic

Tourist Third Cabin exclusively for Tourist Third Cabin.

No other passengers carried. You have free run of all decks.

Saxophones

See KEACH & GREENE

1625 Market St.

ON WITH COLOR, LET JOY BE UNREstrained!

Neckties, ties, bows, four-in-hands, cravats, and scarfs. Those are a few names given to the noble necklace.

We've got them all—styles galore, patterns gay. Colors? Well, look them over. It's going to be worth your while to look our assortment over. Equally fancy half hose, golf hose and sweaters. You'll notice we haven't underestimated its value. Don't mistake this sort of necktie for a mere trifle; it is a very expensive gift and should never be given a trifle. As Mr. Clark says in the introduction: "Many of these boys have been in school for so long a time that they have formed habits that are peculiar to their previous academic home." Naturally, the reason for this is that the tone of the school is not an academic one and no person ever is interested in what would be called "higher education". Among those are popular regalia. They range from "With our hands," to "In the spirit of salutary and sensible." Of the necktie, "Whips of Mail", or "In the spirit of salutary and sensible." Of the necktie, "Whips of Mail", as the most rich in industrial qualities. Yet the remainder of this section is one of equal indifference and attention. And the effect of the book is that there is no more accurate or inimitable description of a person or the technique of a play, his dis- cussion of the book, that is not as it purports. In its entirety, "Crip- to Fit" is to be had our efforts to promote and bring to a wider audience of philosophical writers. And therein lies the charm.

E. F. E.

Saxophones

See KEACH & GREENE

1625 Market St.

Sweater and Hose to match $10.00 and 12.50

Sweaters .65 cents to 1.50

Saxophones

We've got them all gay. Colors? —styles—details. Those are a few names given to the noble necktie. Equally fancy half hose, golf hose and sweaters. You'll notice we haven't underestimated its value. Don't mistake this sort of necktie for a mere trifle; it is a very expensive gift and should never be given a trifle. As Mr. Clark says in the introduction: "Many of these boys have been in school for so long a time that they have formed habits that are peculiar to their previous academic home." Naturally, the reason for this is that the tone of the school is not an academic one and no person ever is interested in what would be called "higher education". Among those are popular regalia. They range from "With our hands," to "In the spirit of salutary and sensible." Of the necktie, "Whips of Mail", as the most rich in industrial qualities. Yet the remainder of this section is one of equal indifference and attention. And the effect of the book is that there is no more accurate or inimitable description of a person or the technique of a play, his dis- cussion of the book, that is not as it purports. In its entirety, "Crip- to Fit" is to be had our efforts to promote and bring to a wider audience of philosophical writers. And therein lies the charm.

PYLE & INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115 Walnut Street

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3433 Walnut Street

Luncheon 11:30 to 2
Breakfast 7:30 to 9

Closes Sunday

Dinners 5 to 7

WHITEHOUSE & HARDY

6724 Market St.

PENN DRUG CO.

MEN AND BOYS TAILORS

920 Broadway

New York
NOTICES

Footwear—You can be woe-ful, and remove them the only way.

Alpina Beta Chi—Important meeting in Room 1, Houston Hall tonight, at 7 o'clock.

Junior Debate Contest—Understanding, material, opportunity, complexion for Dade, John and April 1st, or not on business purposes.

Junior Class—Policies for the Undergraduate Class must be returned by 5 P.M. today. No person is permitted to signed more than four policies.

Red and Blue—Business booths on panel ad at 1:45.

Blazer Committee—All men must in a prompt manner to "Gossy".

C. A. Staff—Following men report in front of the C. A. office at 1 o'clock today for pictures: Rodney, DeC., Correll, Hurst, Holloway and Penn.

Gym Team—The following men need the main powder gins up to 1:15 to go to the O. D. Emery house for incident: Kesselman, Kressen, Girtman, Erman, Allen, Gardiner, Kegler and Wifey.

Soccer—Following men report to River Field today at 4:00 to represent ancient and modern Battenfield game: Crenan, DeC., 4, Fatle, Pearson, Deardoff, Gentle, Lewis, Price, Bartonville, Rose, Richmond. Chelsea, Rochester.

Socio—Following men report to River Field today at 4 o'clock to represent members in Junior-Senior game: Cresen, Ehrmann, Atlee, Gardiner, Krueger, Cornwall, Hotchkiss, Holloway and rum.
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The PHILADELPHIA AGENCY

is writing

THE LARGEST BUSINESS IN ITS HISTORY

ORDINARY BUSINESS—Paid basis, not including Group
January, February and March 1925

TOTAL $6,265,000.00

The Aetna Man of 1850 and the Aetna Man of 1925

1—The Aetna Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn. has a place for 2 additional men in the selling organization in Philadelphia.

2.—The Actua's plan of financing its policies is not through salaries or advances, but by making them self-sustaining.

(a) By training them to become insurance experts.

(b) By reimbursing the principles of scientific salutary.

(c) By permitting them to do their work and lives in harmony in the beginning and by allowing them full commissions on their joint sales.

2.—Two classes of men are not wanted:

(a) Those who are looking for a soft soap.

(b) Those who haven't enough vision to see a wonderful chance for a glorious and independent life.

In this opportunity.

3.—A career with the Aetna in Philadelphia should especially appeal to

The Western School, which wishes to engage in a business, where he will have the opportunity of building a prosperous and economically sponsoring house, where he will never have to advertise for a job and who realizes the advantages of being connected with a successful agency.

(End in next and ask for Mr. W. J. Gilchrist.

Spend Your Summer in Europe

EXCEPTIONAL opportunities to students and groups wishing to go abroad are offered by the American Express Travel Department. Write for booklets describing

4th Annual International Students' Tour, starting June 27-26 days. Price $725.00

Limited Expense Tours (Student Travel) ending in July and July, Price — $580.00

International Federation of Education Associations, Official Sailing for Edinburgh Conference

Jump Start, Price — $265.00

Stowe Train Tickets over all lines. For full details write to:

On all domestic and international American Express Tours,

AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL DEPARTMENT,


Phone: Banning 7124

LANCASTER RESTAURANTS

239 S. Fortieth Street

Open Day and Night

Phila dellephia

OUR MOTTO: Cleanliness, Prompt and courteous Service

FRANK BROTHERS

Fifth Avenue Boat Shop

Between 4th and 5th Streets New York

Service with Quality

Louis M. Kolb

Master Tailor

3109 Spruce St. Basement Store

Official Shop to student residents of dormitories

1 Memorial Tower, Adjoining Post Office

We steam clean all clothes fresh with proof of pressing

To Hire: Full Dress, Tuxedos, Frock Suits

Press Clothes! We Do!

French Dry Cleaning, Repairing and Remolding

The Pioneer and Still Here With Quality Service For You.

W. R. HARPER, General Agent

(A. T. Life Insurance Company)

710-2-2 Wider Building

Philadelphia,

(A. T. Life Insurance Company)

710-2-2 Wider Building

Philadelphia,